Traditional PIDNN controller has difficulty in parameter setting and control effect is difficult to achieve the optimum. Integrated traditional PIDNN controller parameter setting has advantages such as simple and the nonlinear mapping and self learning of neural network. An optimized PIDNN intelligent control algorithm is proposed based on dynamic excitation function. First, we introduce artificial fish algorithm, and determine parameters changing conditions by the game theory mechanism, to make the algorithm adaptive adjustment of parameters in the process of operation. And then the PIDNN is trained by the improved artificial fish algorithm, the weights of PIDNN controller input layer to hidden layer and the weights of hidden layer to output layer constitute the state vector of individual fish in fish swarm algorithm. Finally on the basis of the excitation function to join steepness factors which can accelerate the changes of functional derivative. And add an elastic coefficient functions with changes in weight and make it quickly jump out of the saturated zone, realize the dynamic excitation function. Simulations show that compared with the standard PIDNN, the proposed improved PIDNN intelligent control algorithm has better convergence.
INTRODUCTION
PID controller has been the most widely used controller since produced (Liu et al., 2010) , but the premise of the PID controller with good control effect is to require the PID controller with the appropriate control parameters. But as the controlled object is more and more complex, and turn up problems such as the controlled object is difficult to modeling, model of controlled object is not precise or controlled object with strong nonlinear. The applicability of the traditional PID controller parameter setting method is becoming worse, which makes the intelligent PID controller (mainly based on the artificial intelligence technology setting PID controller parameter) and a new type of PID controller become a hot spot of research (Karakuzu, 2008) .
Improvement of the PID controller, intelligent PID controller is still basically maintaining the structure of the traditional PID controller. But improved PID controller has changed the structure of traditional PID controller, and mainly includes model-free controller, active disturbance rejection controller and the PSD controller. According to the relationship of the geometry characteristic between the application experience and error, Marsik and Strejc propose a PSD self-adaptive control algorithm without identification of controlled object model (Marsik and Strejc, 2013) . The controller for the uncertain process to a certain extent can solve the steady state of time-varying system control, which cannot control the big lag objects. Jiang Qingyin solves the problem of controlling the big lag objects by Smith estimation method and the PSD control (Jiang, 2011) . Based on the PSD controller, Jin Qibin et al. (Jin et al., 2012) introduce neural network to solve the lagging object. In the PSD control algorithm, Ding Hong et al. introduce a new parameter to control the large lagging objects (Ding et al., 2014) . The single neuron PSD controller combined single neuron and PSD control algorithm now is the most widely used and improved (Luo and Qin, 2015) . Han Zhigang and Wang Dejin propose a model-free controller, and give a preliminary concept and design method. Then give the self-adaptive control rate of modelfree with multi-input multi-output nonlinear system, self-adaptive and stability and convergence control of nonlinear system Robust mode-free, and the controller in the actual application (Han and Wang, 2014) . Modelfree control makes the modeling and control integrate, makes model-free controller has a special control function for the system with large time delay and strong coupling, is widely used in industrial production. For discrete signal or a random noise measurement signal, Kim proposes an extractor with reasonable continuous signal and its differential method (Kim, 2011). Cao et al. propose an improved nonlinear PID controller based on the combination of nonlinear tracking -differentiator and traditional PID controller (Cao et al., 2009) . Its biggest advantage is without identification system model, according to the system input and output data can achieve good control. Ban et al. get the extended state observer with a track -differentiator, they point out that as long as the parameter selection is reasonable, the extended state observer can better tracking object state of a batch of uncertainty (Ban et al., 2009) . Elbayomy et al. give the improved method of PID control technology, the object model as the interference of system. The tracking differentiator and the nonlinear controller and extended state observer are combined, and Auto-disturbance rejection controller (ADRC) is designed and applied (Elbayomy et al., 2008) . Barbosa et al. use ADRC in object control and obtain good control results (Barbosa et al., 2010) . ADRC has been widely used, and has been widely used in aircraft flight control and motor control.
According to the defects of PIDNN algorithm in the intelligent control system, an optimized PIDNN intelligent control algorithm is proposed based on dynamic excitation function, and simulations show the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm.
STABILITY ANALYSIS OF PIDNN CONTROL ALGORITHM
A complete control system requirements stable in the process, to achieve this ideal condition must meet the initial stability of the network. The PID without prior experience, but it sets the initial value as experience value, and meets the initial stability of the system.
The step length in PIDNN convergence is calculated by the Lyapunov theory, to analyze its stability. Set this function as follows.
() rk is given beforehand by the system, corresponding to the PIDNN, known as controlled volume; () yk is the corresponding actual value; E is referred to as the objective function, 0 n is learning steps.
e n e n     (4) The variation can be represented as the equation (5).
In the equation (6),
The equations (4) - (7) are took into the equation (3), then we obtain the equation (8). 
The equation (9) substitutes into equation (8), we obtain the equation (10).
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On the second to the third layer:
, then we obtain the equation (11).
In the equation (11),
, and so y v   can be used instead with
, above all substituted into the equation (8), it can be calculated as follows.
Then adjust the weights of input layer to the hidden layer and output layer, learning step size must be satisfied the equation (13).
In the equation,
Seen from the above stability analysis results, the PIDNN uses proportional threshold function, through gradient on the training. If the derivative of the function is small, the system got caught up in the saturated interval, so every time cans only small modifications of the corresponding weights. During a period of time, the output unit will be in a local minimum, or called in the saddle point position that its root mean square almost not change or there are changes in the reduced and convergence speed quickly, the whole system to local optimum.
PINN INTELLIGENT CONTROL ALGORITHM BASED ON OPTIMIZATION OF EXCITATION FUNCTION

Optimization of Value Range Based on Artificial Fish
The visual of artificial fish is equivalent to search range in optimization. Fish activity according to the real environment, the visual model of artificial fish is constructed as shown in Figure 1 .
As shown in figure 1 , X is the current state of the virtual artificial fish, isua Vl for the current field of vision of the artificial fish, .The process can be expressed as follows.
()
Random function is generated randomly between 0 and 1,
Step for mobile step length.
Figure 1. Artificial fish swarm visual model diagram
In the standard artificial fish algorithm, adjust the relationship between the global search and local search, is the key to solve the problem. In order to make the adjustment more flexible and effective, we introduce the adaptive strategy for the optimization. First of all, to define the optimal fitness rate K and change variance  .
() ft is for the optimal adaptive value of population in the generation t , () f t n  is for the optimal adaptive value of population in the generation () tn  , ( 2 )) f t n  is the optimal adaptive value of population in the generation ( 2 ) tn  , K means the relative change rate of the optimal adaptive value in the generation n , D means the variance change in the generation 2n .
Then the game theory as measure of whether the parameters change, make the algorithm adaptive adjustment of parameters in the process of operation, the implementation is as follows.
Among them, () f step means the step length according to the performance of the fish algorithm to adjust, generally adopts the principle of big to small. Because according to the above section optimization theory, the big step of the early stage is helpful to find the optimal value field, and reducing late step can improve search precision, prevent local convergence. () f  means to adjust accordingly crowded degree factors. ,  as evaluation coefficients, according to the different problems do corresponding adjustment. Improved artificial fish algorithm is used to training the PIDNN, training process can be summed up in the following steps:
(1) Initialize parameters. According to requirements of training PIDNN control system and control, determine the state vector of artificial fish, evaluation function of concentration of food and the weights of network search scope, control system used for training the sampling points, setting all parameters of the artificial fish algorithm.
( X after reaching the sampling points. To evaluate food concentration for all individual fish state vector, select the optimal individual fish to record state vector, the optimal evaluation function and the value stored in the bulletin boards, is advantageous for the individual fish in the process of optimization.
(4) Record number of optimizing. Optimal number plus 1, namely 1 num num  . (5) Adjust parameters. Before each iteration optimization, adjust for the view distance isua Vl and the moving step length
Step of the iterative process. (6) Choose behavior. Every individual fish simulates cluster and rear-end behavior respectively, and compare to perform the behavior after food concentration evaluation function value, to determine their behavior. If the cluster and collision behavior are not satisfied, the individual fish foraging behavior should be executed. Foraging behavior also does not have the right direction, the default behavior is executed, the random walk step. Individual fish after this behavior, determine whether to update the school bulletin board, if the evaluation function is better than the value of the bulletin board, then it is updated. Otherwise, it is no update.
(7) Judge variation. If all the individual fish carries out a basic behavior choice, then we can judge whether the fish to variation condition _ mution begin , if achieved, step (8) is executed; Otherwise, step (9) is executed. (8) Operate mutation. The optimal fish in bulletin board is replacing the worst individual fish, for Gaussian mutation and other individual fish for difference variation. Fish after completing a behavioural changes, if there are individual fish state vector to optimize the optimal fish on the bulletin board, means the variation is successful, update the bulletin board, the number of variation judgment is set as 0 again, ends variation, step (9) is executed; Otherwise, continue variation behavior, until variation or reached the maximum number of mutations _ mution num , ends the mutation behavior, step (9) is executed. (9) Judge the termination condition. When optimal number achieving the maximum number of iterations or concentration of the best individual fish state vector function value has reached the target, step (9) is executed. Otherwise, step (4) is executed.
(10) End algorithm, output the optimal state vector of individual fish and the optimal evaluation function value (that is, the optimal network weight of bulletin board records of PIDNN controller and food density function values).
Optimization of Convergence Based on Incentive Function
On the basis of the above changes, change the type of the function and add a factor that control the changes speed of functional derivative, can be changed as follows. 
When
x is relatively small changes, as long as 1 a enough big, () fx can more sensitive changes, the weight adjustment speed is greater. And when the independent variable are same, 1 a is larger, the derivative is larger, adjusting weights is greater, and the adjustment speed is also greater accordingly.
The network convergence is limited, the convergence of system will fall into a dead end, especially when the convergence conditions change, too sensitive changes makes the system difficult to convergence. Once the output and input are approaching and function derivative is changed little, weight before and after almost close to zero, the network also almost to a halt. So we can further improve the excitation function, when the output value and expected value is very close, in order to prevent saturation area, we join a elastic coefficient to make it faster out of the saturated zone before this function. The elastic function is as follows.
(
When the error is very small, the coefficient can increase the changes of function, make it out of the saturated zone, and finally improve the function of as equation (25). 
CASE ANALYSIS
In order to verify the performance of the proposed improved algorithm, simulation testes are carried out. Assume that a model similar to research as follows. Seen from the above results, compared standard PIDNN, the convergence of the proposed improved PIDNN intelligent control algorithm has been significantly improved.
CONCLUSIONS
PID controller because of its simple structure principle, easy realization, good control effect and robustness strong, is widely used in various kinds of industrial control. However, the conventional PID controller because of its parameter setting will not change. And at the same time, due to factors such as nonlinear, time-varying, and uncertainty of the actual system, it often difficult to achieve the ideal control effect. According to the defects of PIDNN algorithm in intelligent control system, an improved PIDNN intelligent control algorithm is proposed. And simulations show that compared with standard algorithm, the improved algorithm has better convergence performance and is worth promoting.
